
What Is Safe Sound?
NOISE AND HEARING LOSS

Noise induces hearing loss
You can imagine why given our ear-
bud wearing culture. Of the roughly
30 million Americans with hearing
loss in both ears, the National
Institutes of Health says exposure to
loud noise accounts for a third of the
cases—and it’s getting worse every
year.

Headphones (of all types) pump in
sound that is frequently too loud for
the inner ear to cope. Today, our world
is noisier—power tools, loud appli-
ances, high-noise work environments.
It is a loud culture, louder than past
generations experienced.

The famous lose hearing too
Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey,
surviving members of The Who, made
the Guinness Book of World Records
as the loudest rock band on the
planet.

Today, Townshend and Daltrey have
profound hearing loss. Hearing loss
and tinnitus (ringing in the ears) are
common not only in hard rockers, but
also musicians in general.

Gradual and hard to detect
Damage from noise exposure is
typically gradual, a rate of loss you

probably won’t notice. But if you
detect a change, don’t ignore it. Get
your hearing screened. Distinct signs
of hearing loss include the following:

• Muffled or distorted hearing
Difficulty hearing birds singing,
alarm clocks, watch alarms,
telephones, or doorbells

• Difficulty understanding speech
on the phone or in groups

• Pain or ringing in the ears
(tinnitus) after encountering
unreasonably loud sounds

While the observations of family and
friend are valuable, the only accurate
way to determine the type and
amount of hearing loss is by an
audiologist.

How much noise is too much
noise?
Noise exposures accumulate through
our daily activities. Exposure to loud
noise, if it is often or prolonged (rock
concerts, band practice, industrial
work), will cause hearing damage.

And so will listening to portable media
at high volume (above 85 decibels)
for long periods of time. Similarly,
students exposed to prolonged high-

noise levels will also damage their
hearing—band, shop class, attending
traditionally loud school events
(dances, athletic events).

Sound exposure limits
The graph on the second side of this
datasheet shows the sound intensity
of some familiar sources of sound and
the duration of exposure before
hearing damage begins. Staying
within these limits provides safe
sound and prevents hearing loss.

Call to schedule a free hearing
screening with an audiologist
If you are 21 or older, hearing
screenings are free. Hearing
screenings take only 15 minutes and
are always performed by an
audiologist at SSHC.

Following the screening, your
audiologist will interpret the results
and review them with you. If you have
a hearing loss, they will go over the
treatment options available to you.

You are welcome to call us any time if
you would like to talk to an audiologist
about your hearing or have questions
about the brands and models of
hearing aids we offer.
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